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UM COMMENCEMENT IS SUNDAY 
FOR 1,186 SCHOLARS, ONE HONORARY
More than 1,186 University of Montana scholars will receive Sunday the degrees 
earned during their four or more years of collegiate endeavor at the Missoula unit. 
Eighty-one of the degrees will be accorded with honors and 18 of the recipients are 
candidates for high honors, reports Leo Smith, registrar.
The 2 p.m. Sunday (June 11) Commencement will feature a charge to the class by 
President Robert T. Pantzer.
The University also will award its first honorary doctorate to a woman, Miss Jesse 
M. Bierman, a native of Kalispell and a 1921 UM alumna. Dr. Bierman, a national 
authority on maternal and child health, received last year an honorary doctorate from 
the University of California at Berkeley, where she is a professor emeritus and 
continues to direct the UC Maternal and Child Health Research unit.
Degrees will be conferred upon 939 bachelor's recipients, 195 master's recipients 
and 52 doctoral candidates, at the commencement held once a year on the Missoula campus.
Requirements for the degrees were completed by 223 of the students summer quarter 
'66, 139 fall quarter '66 and 134 winter quarter '67, and there are 655 spring quarter 
'67 unverified candidates for degrees, including 107 advanced degrees which are verified.
The 1967 high honors candidates are from Billings, Faye M. Bourret; Great Falls,
Gary C. MiIke, Ly-n E. Morrow, Paula Latham Wilmot; Kalispell, Robert G. Hammer;
Mi 11town, Carol Ann Bromley; Missoula, Luella G. Addleman, Robert G. Gough, Audrey L. 
Koehler, Bonnie F. Peschel, Marilyn J. Rosenberger, Linda Sue Thompson; Poison, Francine 
X. Hintzman; Shelby, Paula C. Flesch; Haywood, 111., Sheila L. Skemp; Grand Rapids, Mich., 
Edward George Groenhout.
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The high honor? candidates are verified regular hflnor* recipiepts as pre the 
following honors recipients from, Absarokee, Michael Joseph Thoj*p$9ft| gelt, pavid V.
Gliko} Big Fork, W, David Sanden; Big Sandy, Sandra E. Hurd; Billings, Gary p. Baker,
John E> Foote, Rita Clarice Hestekin, J. Dwaine Roybal; Charles W. Wallace; Bozeman,
Barbara Haussen V/igginton; Butte, Stephen P. Judd, Kemal Siddiqiie, Jonathan B: Smith; 
Clinton, Sharon Kay Erickson; Culbertson, Constance Jo Carlisle; Dell, Rex V. Huntsman; 
Denton, Roger A. Barber; Galata, Loxie J. Eide; Great Falls, Shilton J; Bitwning,
Dale A. Harris, Patrick L. McLaughlin, Mary D. Morgan, Harny !’/. Power III, Douglas G. 
Skjelset, Marion C. Robinson Warner; Havre, Ellen A. Wigdahl; Helena, Lydia A. Faul,
Judy L. Purdy, Charlene M. V/atters; Kalisnell, John R. Gordon, Kay L< Morton; Libby,
Mary H. Shawl; Lolo, Carole Gates Rogers; Miles City, Scott McLean Brown, Gregory Ulmer; 
Missoula, James R. Bauer, Ronald J. Berg, Catherine P. Browman, Gerald R. ClArk, DouglasI
B. Dawson, Joanne L. Dixon, Michael F. Dwyer, Robert G. Gough, John M/ Griffing, James 
L. Harkins, Donald P. Heffernan, M. Bernadette Johnston, Allen L. Lemon, Roger L. Miller, 
John R. Orr, Matthew J. Petrin, Craig Pierson, George C. Sayler, Richard P. Swenson;
Sidney, Jo Ann Kappel Sumner; Virginia City, Ellen T. Dixon; Whitefish, Lawrence W. Stolte; 
Wolf Point, James R. Beery; Yuma, Ariz., Mary Patricia Marshall Cadieux; Pine River, Minn, 
Lee A. Hemness; Kansas City, Mp.f Fred J. Stewart; Custer, S.D., Vernon E. Schmitt; 
Cheyenne, Wyo., Angela Etchepare; Hong Kong, Meimei C. Chang; Malmo, Sweden, Eva Kristina *
Helena Wenkert.
Degree recipients and candidates are listed by degree, bachelors first, then masters 
and doctorates, and by hometown. Their fields of study follow the names and the astericks 
indicate the quarter in which degree requirements were completed, * summer '66, ** fall ’66,
*** winter '67 and no asterick for spring '67.
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ABSAROKEE' Richard James DeGroot, Bus. Adm.; Delores Haslip, Home Economics **; Michael 
Joseph Thompson, Zoology.
ALBERTON Carol Kay Cole, Home Economics; Robert G. Franks, History § Political Science; 
Winnifred Gustafson, Education *; Beverly Johnson Shults, Home Economics ***.
ANACONDA Thomas R. Arensmeyer, Education ***; Stanley G. Beaudette, Pharmacy; Darryl Irvin 
Eccleston, Speech-Communication; James Edward Frank, Education ***; Margaret Joan Gardner, 
Journalism; John Bernard Hogan, Jr., Education ***; Robert Ralph Johnson, Sociology-Anth­
ropology ***; Thomas F. Layton, Education; Clint D. Ohman, Bus. Adm.; Deanna Riley, Education * 
Robert F. Schneider, History § Political Science; Stanley Jon Stohr, Journalism; Philip 
Strommen, Bus. Adm.**; William J. Sullivan, Health $ P.E.***; Ard Voll, Mathematics.
ARLEE lone McCormick, Education *; Raymond Rugg, Bus. Adm.**.
BAKER Thomas Bechtold, Health § P.E.**; Diane F. Morrow, Voice.
BELGRADE Kay Beverly Hasting, Education.
BELT David V. Gliko, History; Una Marie Koontz, Education; Carol Elizabeth Mittal, Home 
Economics; Thomas Maurice Stokes, Education.
BIGFORK Arne M. Brosten, Forestry ***; Ula Laura Moody, Anthropology; William David Sanden, 
Pharmacy; Ruth Rognlien Smith, Education.
BIG SANDY Sandra Eileen Hurd, Pharmacy.
BIG TIMBER Kathryn E. Johnson, Pharmacy; Olando R. Lomeland, History § Political Science. 
BILLINGS Sandra Rae Aleksich, English; Michael Patrick Anderson, History; Gary D. Baker, 
Forestry; Douglas Allen Barnes, History $ Political Science; Lane William Basso, Bus. Adm.***; 
Douglas E. Beeter, Bus. Adm.; Gerald Earl Bittner, Bus. Adm.; Kathryn Elizabeth Boger, 
Education; Faye M. Bourret, Sociology; Ronald Dale Bradshaw, Radio-TV; Betsy Clarice Brown, 
French ***; Bonnie Jean Carpenter, Speech Pathology Audiology; Lionel Coon, III, Sociology ** 
Robert Davidson, Microbiology **; John Joseph Dempsey, Pharmacy; Peter A. Egge, Bus. Adm.;
John Earl Foote, Bus. Adm.; Phillip Frey, Geology *; Phil Daum Gibbs, Wildlife Technology;
(more)
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Heidi Jo Clark Harsha, Social Welfare; Marcia Melton Hauge, English; Neil C. Haugland, Bus. 
Adm.; Rita Clarice Hestekin, Microbiology; James S. Hilleboe, Bus. Adm.; Lary Paul Johnson, 
Bus. Adm.; David S. King, History $ Political Science; Walter G. Kirknatrick, History § 
Speech; Ivan Daniel Lazarowich, Social Welfare; p. Diane Leach, Home Economics; Darrah Link, 
History *; John McCammon, Geology *; Diana Lynn McKibben, Education; Donald MacCarter, Wild­
life Technology **: Doug MacCarter, Wildlife Technology ***; Sue D. Marquardt, History ***;
I
Marcia Dee Moline, French; Carole Lee Nickle, Sociology ***; Dennis L. Olijnyk, History; 
Judith Ann Petentler, Education ***; Mary Alice Powell, Health § P.E.; Larry E. Putman, 
History PT Political Science; Mary Carol Putman, Education; Ruth Rollins, Mathematics;
William Patrick Roscoe, III, Bus. Adm.; Mark S. Satre, Journalism; Phillip Gordon Schneider, 
Bus. Adm.***; John George Schwenk, Pharmacy; Sharon Lee Stark, Spanish; John F. Thompson,
Bus. Adm.; Paul Van Tricht, Chemistry **• Mary Louise Peterson Wallace, Bus. Adm.; Margaret 
Wallis, French ***; David L. Wendte, Bus. Adm.; Michael John Woodland, English; Carol 
Frederick Wright, English.
BLACK EAGLE Karen Grasseschi, Spanish *; Jack F. Paskvan, Sociology § Anthropology.
BONNER George Richard Petaja, Liberal Arts ***.
BOZEMAN Karen Hausen Hobbs, Medical Technology; Hazel M. Neff, Pharmacy; William P. Richard­
son, Forestry ***; Jan Martha Van Winkle, Education *** ; Barbara Hausen Wigginton, English. 
BRADY Randolph Kent Moser, Sociology; Velma Eileen Thompson, Health $ P.E.; Karen Ann 
Weikum, History ***.
BROCKTON Dick Lodmell, Social Welfare, ***.
BROWNING Steve I. Chattin, Bus. Adm.***.
BUFFALO Kenneth Faye Biehl, Wildlife Technology.
BUTTE Fred David Appelman, Education; Gerald F. Armstrong, Bus. Adm.; Austin Ashley, Bus. 
Adm.*; Constance Griffin Bacon, Health $ P.E.; Edward F. Bartlett, Bus. Adm.; Cherie Reene 
Beete, Health § P.E.; Frances Patricia Doran, Home Economics; William J. Doran, Bus. Adm.;
(more)
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John C. Dunstan, Bus. Adm.***; Clarence Thomas Dunstan, Sociology; Keith E. Finley, Jr., Bus. 
Adi?..-**; Jane Elizabeth Gibson, Education; Edith M. Guidi, Spanish; Dennis Franklin Herrin,
Jr., Education; William Allan Hooper, Chemistry; M. Bernadette Johnston, Health $ P.E.;
Eugene Albert Jonart, Forestry; Stephen Peter Judd, Spanish; Kathryn Ann Keller, Home Economics 
Theodore McElbenney, Sociology; Lea Ann McGuinness, Sociology; Carol Jean Matthew, Health 
§ P.E.; William Paul Mock, Forestry; Garry Dorph Morck, History ***; Robert Mueller, Bus. 
Adm.**; Peter John Nulty, Bus. Adm.; Patricia Sue O'Brien, French ***; Daniel John O'Neill, 
Anthropology; Daniel P. Piute, Bus. Adm.***; John Philip Preston, Jr., Speech-Communication; 
Sarr-li Readicker, Education *; Patricia Carol Reap, English; Marshall W. Reese, Bus. Adm.; 
Michael Reese, Bus. Adm.**; Nicholas Rotering, Education **; Jack Kenneth Sammons, Psyc­
hology ***; Lewis John Schneller, Liberal Arts ***; Jonathan B. Smith, History § Political 
Science; Stewart Stadler, Bus. Adm.**; Judith Stayer, Biological Science *; Robert Lowell 
Zinur.erman, History £ Political Science.
C/SCAPE Lois Gray Mannakee, Journalism; Nathan D. Mannakee, Liberal Arts, ***.
CHAP. 1.0 Frances Cameron Cantrel, Education; Richard Winfield Wiebke, Bus. Adm.
CHINOOK Joseph Warren Upshaw, Bus. Adm.***.
CIIOTEAU Eileen Miriah Erickson, Education ***; Neal Wedum, Education **.
~T~CLE Gene Fleming, History **; Gayle Ann Rolandson, English.
CLINTON Sharon Kay Erickson, Education.
COLUMBIA FALLS Alvin Fleharty, Bus. Adm.**; Sharon Juelfs, Social 'Welfare, **; Carol Lemke, 
Health $ P.E.*.
COLUMBUS Robert Wayne Harsha, Social Welfare; Gary Duane Svee, Journalism.
CONRAD Kathy Arnot, Bus. Adm.*; Douglas Morton, Bus. Adm.*; Craig Sparks, Geology **.
COR hi Robert D. Hanson, Bus. Adm.***.
017''ALLIS Dorothy Gates, Education *; Gerald Benjamin Jimeno, Forestry; Jon Nels King, 




CULBERTSON Constance Jo Carlisle, Chemistry.
CUT BANK Edward George Groenhout, Fine Arts; Robert H. Haberchak, Wildlife Technology; 
Melvyn R. Kays, Bus. Adm.; Dennie Rex Lahr, Economics ***; Susan Larson, Political Science *; 
John Dennis Moreen, Bus. Adm.; John Charles Quist, Health § P.E.; Carol Ann Schaefer, 
Sociology ***; Genevieve Claire Schwingel, Education.
DARBY William H. Buhler, Microbiology; Paul Honey, Physical Science **;
DAYTON John Paro, Forestry **. *
DEER LODGE Ralph A. Beck, Economics; Wayne Keith Christman, Social Welfare; Montana Hanifen, 
Education *; Susan Marie Kendrick, Speech-Communication ***; Philip D. McOmber, Bus. Adm.; 
DELL Rex Vernard Huntsman, Liberal Arts.
DENTON Roger Allen Barber, Journalism.
DEVON Judith Haas, Bus. Adm.
DILLON Michael James Doyle, Education; Patricia Smith, Geography **.
DUTTON Linda Diane Hardt, Soc. Welfare; Marilyn Marie Weeks, Mathematics.
ENNIS Jo Ann Hacker, Journalism; Maxine 0. Lane, Sociology; Vernon Willard Lane, 
Anthropology.
EUREKA Margaret Erath, English *.
FAIRFIELD Norman James Ballantyne, Education ***.
FAIRVIEW Arlie M. Heil, Psychology; Ronald Wayne Patterson, Social Welfare.
FERDIG Vera Stewart, Education *.
FLORENCE Vivian Laraine Koch, Lib. Serv.; Dolores Myllymaki, Education **; Richard Howard 
Schipporeit, Health $ P.E.; Alma Jean Wilcox, Sociology.
FORSYTH Donald H. Baugh, Bus. Adm.; Alan T. Rolston, History.
FORT BENTON Charles Lee Engren, Education ***; Connie J. Willits Swedberg, Med. Tech.; 
Kenneth Willett, Sociology *; James A. Willits, Pharmacy.
FORT PECK John Ronald Molzhon, Jr., German.
FROID Gary Lee Ostby, Physical Sci.
(more)
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GALATA Lpxi Janice Eide, Mathematics.
GARRISON Noel H. DeBruyn, Bus. Adm.
GERALDINE Charlene Kay Goldhahn, H.$ P. Ed.
GILFORD Allan Tew, Bus. Adm. **.
GLASGOW Brian Lawrence Knaff, Bus. Adm.; Joy Tweten, English **.
GLENDIVE Lois Mae Strane, Education ***; Stephen E. Schiff, Pharmacy.
GRANT Robert Alexander James, History.
GREAT FALLS John David Alexander, History; John Lee Armstrong, Bus. Adm.; Brett Clarke 
Asselstine, Pol. Sci. Economics; Jack Bell, Bus. Adm. *; William Edward Berger, History; 
David Bofto, Pharmacy; Linda Borgeson, Home Economics **; Sharon Joy Browning, Spanish; 
Charles Richard Clough, Bus. Adm.; Judy Lea Dean, Social Wei.; Calvin Lawrence Edhom, 
Economics; John Edwards, Journalism **; Wayne Alan Ellington, Education ***; Thomas Eugene 
Enright, Forestry; Warren Lief Erickson, Bus. Adm.; William J. Fenton, Sociology; David 
Stanley Genest, Pol. Science; Olive M. Glover, Education; Dale Alva Harris, History $ Pol. 
Sci.; William Gurdeon Hegland, Education; 'Sharon Hurlbert, Sociology; Ted Jensen, Snanish * 
Walter Jensen, Liberal Arts **; Kurt Stanley Jorgensen, Psychology; Kay Juedeman, French; 
Gary Kemmerer, Bus. Adm.*; Mary Louise Koppang, Education; Carl Donald Lawson, English;
Lee Stanly Legowik, Liberal Arts; Jean Katherine McDonald, Speech-Communication ***;
Jill Margaret McIntosh, Health $ P.E.; Mary Octavia McKay, History; Michael Ellis McKee, 
Sociology; Patrick Logan McLaughlin, Hist. fT Pol. Science; Gary Clayton Milke, Wildlife Bio 
Gloria Lee Miller, Sociology; Mary Deanne Morgan, French; Lynne Elaine Morrow, Bus. Adm.; 
Miss Warner Jospeh Moss Nichols, French; Paul Nyquist, Bus. Adm. **; Richard Lynn Olson, 
Health $ Phys. Ed. ***; Robert Vincent Oos, Bus. Adm. ***; John Richard Orr, Latin;
Charlene Pearson, Home Economics *; Lawrence Douglas Petty, Health § P.E.; Herbert Irwin 
Pierce III, Pol. Science; Harry W. Power III, Zoology; Judith Ann Renman, Health £ P.E.;
Guy Lester Robbins III, Bus. Adm.; Bonnie Kay Scott, Zoology; Douglas G. Skjelset, History; 
Carole J. Slemberger, Education; Thomas Ervin Thoreson, Zoology; Patrick Todd, Education **
(more)
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Ellis Tofte, Education **; Harvey R. Tudor, English; James Michael Tyler, Med. Tech.;
Robinson IV. Van Sickle, Sociology; Marion Carol Warner, Speech Path. § Audiology; Douglas 
Wilson, Bus. Adm. **.
HALL Julia Enman, Education *; Emma Page, Education *.
HAMILTON Lillian Kirkpatrick, Education *; Jerry Alton Olson, Bus. Adm. ***; Carol Tapscott, 
Education *.
I
HARDIN Terri Barnett, Education *; Ellen I. Fredrickson, Home Economics; Mrs. Mary Ellen 
Cox Iserman, French.
HAVRE Gene Anthony Daniel, Bus. Adm.; Theodore John Heberly, Bus. Adm.; Thomas Hopkins,
Bus. Adm. **; Patricia O'Neill, Education **; Vincent Velk, Economics **; Ellen A. Wigdahl, 
Education; Phil Patrick Yates, Speech.
HELENA James Hall Burns, Bus. Adm.; William Ashlock Brown Jr., Bus. Adm.; Stephen Edward 
Carroll, History £ Pol. Sci.; Nancy Clarke Cameron, Bus. Adm. ***; John Chernisky, Education; 
William H. Clarke, Bus. Adm.; Donald Lee Dooley, Bus. Adm.; Carol Douglas, Education **;
Lydia A. Faul, Bus. Adm.; Richard H. Harding, Bus. Adm.; Dennis Dean Hartsook, History;
James Leonard Jones, Economics; Kent Keith Kushar, Bus. Adm.; James Glenn Lenhart, Pre-Med.Sci; 
Rose Marie Ley, History; Dennis Meyer, Physical Sciences **; Shirley Olson, Education *;
Judy Lee Purdy, Education; William S. Reynolds, English; Patrick Sherlock, History § Pol. Sci * 
Patricia Shevalier, Mathematics **; Larry Dale Ursich, Bus. Adm.; Charlene Mae Watters, Bus.Adm
Jeanette Charlene Weber, French......
HERON Dolores Elizabeth Weber, Bus. Adm.
HIGHWOQD Linda Marie Knoche, Health § P.E.; Susan K. Rettig, Speech Path. $ Audiology.
HOT SPRINGS Joseph Erchul, Education *; Mary Rowton, Education *; Donella Smith, Education *. 
HUNGRY HORSE Harold E. Nordstrom, Geology.
INVERNESS Collin Kenneth Bangs, Bus. Adm..
JOLIET John Frederick Mohr, Wildlife Tech.
(more)
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KALISPELL James 0. Adkins, History $ Pol. Sci.; Frank Bain, Bus. Adm. **; Gerald E. Beller, 
History § Pol. Sci.; Michael Calder, Art *; James Costello, Bus. Adm. **; Henry Turner 
Demmons, Liberal Arts; Thomas Demmons, English *; Jeffery Alton Donaldson, Bus. Adm.;
Thomas Arthur Egley, Bus. Adm.; Anne Ennis, Liberal Arts *; Barbara Fulton, Education **; 
Cheryl V. Good, Education; Robert G. Hammer, Forestry; Faye Hobbs, Education *; Delvina 
Katherine Lyonais, Art; Douglas Manning, Music Education *; Joseph Messner, Wildlife Tech.** 
Kay Leslie Morton, Journalism; Robert Bruce Person, Botany; Mary C. Rognlien, Education; 
Elizabeth Siblerud, Education *: Gene Richard Speelman, Journalism; Michael L. Stockhill, 
English; Richard Patrick Swenson, Psychology; Maude Wilken, Education *.
LAKESIDE Donald Warren Granger, Philosophy-Sociology ***.
LAUREL William Rogers Bolenske, History; Jerry Sheldon, Forestry **.
LEWISTOWN Virginia Alice Bourke, Sociology; Dan Cold, Bus. Adm.**; Toni Elizabeth Gies,
Art; Mary Kay Huffine, Liberal Arts; Charles Wayne Wallace, Sociology.
LIBBY Warren Benjamin Adams, Education and Sociology; Claire Cecile Evans, History ***; 
Sheila Kay Kair, Sociology; Gary Peck, Bus. Adm.**; Mary H. Shawl, Education.
LIVINGSTON Merle Adams, Jr., Bus. Adm.; Lawrence L. Gehlhrussen, Bus. Adm.; Carol Louise 
Glenn, English; Jeffrey Thomas Hamilton, Bus. Adm.; Richard Kohmer Holmquist, Chemistry. 
LODGE GRASS Loretta Colleen Lynde, Journalism.
L0L0 Samuel Maclay, Sociology *.
LUTHE-R Donald Frank Kamnfe, Politic-al Science.
MALTA Sherry Lee Brumley, History.
MAXVILLE Penelope Ammen Meyer, Health § P.E.
1ILES CITY Scott McLean Brown, History; LaVern Erlenbusch, Bus. Adm.**; Erika Hanson,
French **; Kurt Hanson, French *; Larry W. Oddy, Bus. Adm.; Lary J. Olson, Bus. Adm.***;
Berl Stallard, History **; Pamela Ugrin, History *; Gregory L. Ulmer, English and History. 
MILLTOWN Carol Ann Bromley, Botany.
(more)
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MISSOULA Austin Lewis Adams, Pharmacy; Rolland Adams, Forestry **; Luella Glover Addleman,
Education; Barbara Ann Alonzo, Education; Paul Howard Anderson, Economics ***; Marcia Anderson,
Education *; Douglas Allen Ball, Sociology; Bela Balogh, Psychology **; Robert R. Bankhead,. , 
Betty Hargis Bankhead, English;
Microbiology;/John Marshall Barrows, Bus. Adm.; Brian Anthony Bedard, English; Edward Jene 
Bell, History § Political Science; Mark D. Bell, Education; Ronald James Berg, Zoology;
Carolyn L. Berky, Education; Richard K. Bird, Liberal Arts; Roger H. Bosse, Economics ***;
I
Philip Braun, Education *; Catherine Phebe Browman, Mathematics; Marilyn Jean Brown, Bus. 
Adm.***; Vivian Brown, Education *; Betty Bryan, Home Economics **; Patrick Campbell,
Spanish **; Linda Kae Campbell, Bus. Adm.; Ruth Jeanette Campbell, Education; William Cardon, 
Bus. Adm.; Robert A. Carlson, Forestry; C. Eugene Christopherson, Liberal Arts; William 
Chumrau, Bus. Adm.*; Robert Emmett Church, History § Political Science; Gerald Ray Clark, 
Anthropology; Robert Clark, History *; Eugene Herman Clawson, Forestry ***; Virginia G.
Clinker, Education; Linda Darlene Collins, Pharmacy; Virginia Sue Cooper, Home Economics;
Judi Ann Corbally, Spanish; Larry Vern Cornelison, Bus. Adm.***; Beverly M. Coughren,
Social Welfare; Karen L. Crane, Education; LaRue Curtis, Education **; Gary Decker, Geology *; 
Louis DeMers, Bus. Adm.**; Robert Deschamps,III, Liberal Arts *; Frieda Dickman, Education; 
Joanne Lynne Dixon, Health § P.E.; Donald Allen Dodge, Anthropology ***; Nancy Anne Dougherty, 
History; Diane DuBois, Liberal Arts **; Judy W. Dunn, Education; Richard Otis Dunn, Bus. Adm.; 
John Gill Dunnell, Psychology; Michael Francis Dwyer, Sociology; Robert Gene Eder, Anthro­
pology ***; Glenda Shults Edwards, Bus. Adm.; Darlene A. Ehni, Education; James Richard Elms, 
Forestry; Judith Claire Fenton, Education ***; Robin Field, Liberal Arts *; Rosemarie Fish- 
burn, History; Gay Fisher, Anthropology; Linda Forrer, Education *; James W. Freel, Soc­
iology ***; Eva R. Frydenlund, Education; Claude Gerbase, Bus. Adm.*; Carl Arthur Gidlund, 
Journalism; Carolee Burtch Gillen, Education; Robert Graham Gough, Sociology and Psychology; 
David Greaves, Bus. Adm.**; George Edward Green, Bus. Adm.; Harriet Griffing, Education *;
John Marvin Griffing, Economics; John Martin Grosshans, Geology; Jane Nelson Haburchak, Art.
(more)
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Gary L. Hall, Zoology and Chemistry; Joanne Hall, Education **; Lionel Hall, Wildlife 
Technology **; Duane R. Halverson, Education; Monte James Hamilton, Bus. Adm.***; Judith 
Hancock, Education **; David M. Hanifen, Bus. Adm.; Stevel Lee Hankel, Pharmacy; Merle LeRoy 
Hanson, Education; Dennis 0. Hardt, Bus. Adm.; James Lawrence Harkins, Chemistry; R. Patrick 
Harrison, Zoology; Brenda Hart, Health 6 P.E.**; R. T. Haynam, Liberal Arts ***; Donald Paul 
Heffernan, Bus. Adm.; Renee Donnaa Hein, Education; Michael Edward Helean, Sociology-Econ.***; 
Kenneth Lance Henningsen, Bus. Adm.; Allen W. Henrickson, Spanish; John Oscar Harmon, Physical 
Science; Curtis J. Hesler, Bus. Adm.; Dennis Colburn Hirning, Mathematics ***; Irene Hirning, 
Education *; Patricia Ann Hirning, Bus. Adm.; Kurtis Hodgkin, Education *; Sid R. Howard,
Health § P.E.***; Wesley Vaughn Huffman, Jr., Sociology; David L. Iserman, Wildlife Technology; 
Judy Jacobsen, Political Science **; Bruce Haegg Johnson, Jr., Speech ***; Phillip Johnson,
Bus. Adm.*; William Lars Johnson, Psychology ***; John Francis Joseph, Education ***; Marvin 
Craig Jystad, Zoology; Miriam E. Keffeler, Sociology ***; Patricia Kemp, Education *; Robert 
James Kemp, Bus. Adm.; Dwaine Kennis, Psychology **; Kenichi Theodore Kimoto, Microbiology; 
William Derry King, Art; Robert Kinney, Health £ P.E.**; Dorothy Foye Klock, French; Eileen 
Kluesner, Education *; Betty Maureen Koski, Speech Pathology § Audiology; Kenneth Gene Knoche, 
Forestry; Audrey Leone Koehler, Home Economics; Rohn Kohler, Geology *; Bernard Lester 
Kovalchik, Forestry; Barbra Ann Kragthorpe, Health 5 P.E.***; Phyllis Darlene Lane, German;
Jaye Crump Larsen, Home Economics; Allan Lee Lemon, Forestry; Verona Leonard, History **; 
Charles M. Lester, Botany; Carol Jean Lindborg, French ***; Gerald Thomas Luchau, Health §
P.E.; Melinda Luchau, Education **; William David MacLean, English; Olive McCarty, Education *; 
Frederick McFarland, Economics **; Maureen Elizabeth McFarland, Health § P.E.; Mary Joan 
McIntyre, Education *; Dale Malcolm, Education **; Janet Margaret Malone, English; C. L.
Marcum, Education *; Margaret Marcy, Home Economics; Thomas Nelson Marlowe, Jr., Education ***: 
Jack Neil Martin, Psychology; Patricia Louise Maxson, Drama; Gerald P. Morgan, Bus. Adm.;
Nancy A. Mickelson, Sociology ***; Roger Lewis Miller, Mathematics; David Montague, English**; 
Patti Moore, Education *; Keith Mosbaugh, Forestry **; Randall Frank Moy, Zoology; Leslie P.
(more)
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Mullen, Bus. Adm.; Mary Anne Hart Nash, Education; Michael Courtney Nash, Political Science; 
Caryl Nelson, Education **; John Nelson, Bus. Adm.**; John William Northey, Liberal Arts;
Karen Elizabeth DesRoches Northey, Social Welfare; Barbara Jeanne Olson, Bus. Adm.; Gregory 
S. Osborn, Education ***; Judith Andrea Padilla, Education; Erwin Leroy Pedersen, French;
James Stefan Persha, Zoology; Bonnie Fay Peschel, Pharmacy; David Ray Peterson, Bus. Adm.; 
Clifford Joseph Peterson, English; Matthew J. Petrin, Chemistry; Craig Pierson, Chemistry; 
Ronald Plummer, Bus. Adm.*; Marion D. Pope, Education; John L. Pratt, History § Political 
Science; Dennis G. Price, Health $ P.E.***; Gloria Dianne Price, Education ***; Juanita 
Huppert Putzker, Education; Robert Ramer, Bus. Adm.*; Eldon LeRoy Rash, Forestry; Ann Lucile 
Taplin Ries, Education; Vera Riese, Education *; Diane L. Rives, Home Economics; Laird 
Robinson, Education **; Marilyn June Rosenberger, Home Economics; William H. Ruegamer, Bus. 
Adm.***; Benjamin Claire Sams, Fine Arts; George Chris Sayler, History; Susan Grace Scales, 
French; Richard Glenn Schloemer, Geography; James Schultz, Liberal Arts **; Suzanne Marie 
Schulz, Education ***; Gerard Mark Schuster, Political Science; William Ruhl Schwanke, 
Journalism; James R. Schwartz, Bus. Adm.; Margaret Selway, Education *; Daniel David Shelhamer 
Applied Music; Jean Sherlock, Education; Philip Shul.ts, Bus. Adm.**; Paul Edward Slandish, 
Forestry; Janet Marie Smith, Education ***; Frank James Spear, Health $ P.E.; Herbert G. 
Spradlin, Forestry; Richard Earl Standen, English ***; Phyllis J. Stanley, English; Elwood 
Stetson, Education *; Scott Jerry Stewart, Microbiology; Mary Ann Stohr, Home Economics;
Warren Tanner, Education *; Bruce Douglas Tate, Liberal Arts; John Tebbe, Economics **;
James Robert Thill, Education; Linda Sue Thompson, Spanish; Marjorie Tiffany, Education **; 
Danielle Tkach, Microbiology **; Thomas F. Topel, Bus. Adm.; Roger P. Tro, Anthropology ***; 
Marlen Tweten, Geography **; Keith John Urback, Bus. Adm.; Eletra Cipolato Vandeberg, Applied 
Music; Wayne Cyril Vandeberg, Psychology; Edward E. Veazey, Economics ***; Carol Ann Viche, 
Microbiology; Bruce William Wallwork, Health $ P.E.; Richard Walton, Philosonhy *; Joseph W. 
Ward, Journalism and Economics; Raymond A. Warner, Bus. Adm.; John Wesley Warren, Jr., 
Sociology; Marvin Thomas Weaver, Biology; Leighton Wessel, History **; Nell LaVerne Wheeler,
(more)
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Journalism; David J. Will, Bus. Adm.***; Judson Willson, Education **; Paula Latham Wilmot, 
Journalism; Alida Wright, Speech Pathology and Audiology **; E. Tiana Zuelke, Sociology. 
MOCCASIN Lois J. Kynett, English.
MOLT Stanley Eastlick, Bus. Adm.**;
MOORE Linda Jane Hannah, Sociology; Bonnie Mae Kent, Home Economics; Leslie J. Melichar, 
Music Education; Raymond Phillip Turck, Music Education ***.
NEIHART Ethel Talkington, Education **.
OUTLOOK Wayne Douglas Koterba, Botany.
OVANDO Katherine Harper, Education *; Gerald Jacobsen, Bus. Adm.**;
PHILLIPSBURG Jan Lord Anderson, English ***; Gary Niles Kimble, Journalisip.
PLAINS Daniel W. Bates, Botany; Jennie Lee Copp, Education; Linda Lee Harbine, English; 
Maurice W. Helterline, Anthropology; Nanacy Luella Naumann, Pharmacy; Carole Gates Rogers, 
Home Economics.
PLENTYWOOD Barbara Ann Fleming, Health § P.E.; Willard Eugene Rorvig, Bus. Adm.; Robert 
Floyd Willard, Sociology ***; Karrol Kay Rorvig, Medical Tech. ***.
POLSQN Robin Anderson, Education **; Joyce Elaine Coons, Home Economics; Francine Kay 
Hintzman, Zoology; Susan Moen Mostad, English; John Frederick Oie, Pharmacy; Marvin Douglas 
Osher, Health § P.E.; John D. Seines, Sociology ***; PI i1 ip E. Turk, Biological Science. 
POPLAR Karen Moe, Pharmacy.
POWER Dennis Williams, Health § P.E.'; Barbara Olson Wood, Home Economics.
RED LODGE George Douglas Brown, Health P.E.
RICHEY Edward Paul Carda, Bus. Adm.***.—
ROCK SPRINGS James Whiteside, Bus. Adm.**.
RONAN Ray G. Bilile, Pharmacy; Alice Madsen, Education *; John Thomas, Liberal Arts *;
Robert Voth, Education **; Beverley White, Education *; Francis Edwards White, Sociology ***. 
ROUNDUP Jonathan Earl Eiselein, Bus. Adm.
(more)
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ROY John W. Meckling, Health § P.E.***.
RYEGATE Daniel L. Webber, Journalism.
ST. IGNATIUS Edwin Bishop, Education **; Irene Marks, Education **; Rex D. Boiler, Bus. Adm. 
Marsha Joy McDonald Frey, Education ***.
ST, REGIS Ramona Sue Kane, History; Irita Lundvall Thompson, Health § P.E.
SCOBEY Darrell Charles Hagen, Mathematics; Randy Gene Smith, Education ***.
4
SHELBY Paula Catherine Flesch, English; Dennis Demarest Iverson, Bus. Adm.***; James Emil 
Neilsen, Health $ P.E.***;
SHERIDAN Vern A. Doornbos, Bus. Adm.; Paul L. Sagunsky, Bus. Adm.;
SIDNEY Roberta Harper, Spanish **; Ronald B. Harper, Bus. Adm.; Linda Foss McDonald, Home 
Economics; Robert Arcade Miller, Bus. Adm.; Jo Ann Kappel Sumner, Bus. Adm.; Jane Patience 
Webber, Health 5 P.E.
SILVER STAR Judith Marie Duffey, Journalism; Matthew Mark Miller, Journalism.
SIMMS Vernon I. Andersen, Bus. Adm.
SOMERS Janis I. Almini, Botany.
STANFORD Susan D. Inman, Education; Gary Dean Myllymaki, Pharmacy.
STEVENSVILLE Virginia Anne Donegon, Sociology; Mark Monroe Satterlee, Mathematics.
SUFFOLK Kenneth Everett Foster, Bus. Adm.
TERRY Douglas Buckingham, Bus. Adm.**.
THOMPSON FALLS Larry Saint Banister, Bus. Adm.; William Carroll Carter, Education; Lynda 
Moore, Medical Technology *, Nj.].s Henry Rosdahl, Journalism;
THREE FORKS Daryl 1 L. Evans, Bus. Adm.
TOWNSEND Gloria Ann Fryhling, Health § P.E.
ULM Kathleen Joan Matthias, German.
VALIER Dennis Peterson, Bus. Adm.**; William Peterson, Bus. Adm.**; James F. Stephen, 
Biological Science.
VICTOR Lois N. Dobberstein, Education; Alvie Hinman, Bus. Adm.*.
(more)
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VIRGINIA CITY Ellen Terry Dixon, Home Econ..
WALKERVILLE Jeremiah Johnson, History **.
WEST GLACIER John L. McDonald, English; Sara R. McDonald, Home Econ.
WEST YELLOWSTONE William Alan Comer, Bus. Adm.
WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS Jack Wayne Mathis, Bus. Adm. ***; Alice Jean Peterson, Home Econ. 
WHITEFISH Adrian Lee Buckland, Bus. Adm.; Terry Joe Donahue, Pharmacy; Donna Lee Elder, 
Psychology; Robert Gilliland, Mathematics *; Nathaniel M. Good, Education; Robert F. 
Lawson, Education ***; Julianne J. Lieberth, Home Econ.; Mrs. Emil Leighty, Education *; 
Barbara J. Maddux, Bus. Adm.; Marcia Mary Monroe, English; Lawrence W. Stolte, Wildlife 
Biology.
WINIFRED Pamela G. Butcher, Home Econ.; Edith Pearson Denny, Education ***.
WINNETT John F. Merten, Bus. Adm.
WOLF POINT James R. Beery, History; Ronald Milton Sethre, Mathematics; William Patrick 
Terry, English ***.
HUNTSVILLE, ALA. Thomas Michael Hargrove, Mathematics.
JUNEAU, ALASKA Suellen Whitehead, Bus. Adm. *.
KETCHIKAN, ALASKA John Clifton McAdams, Forestry ***.
PHOENIX, ARIZ. Kenneth Stuart Clay Jr., Wildlife Tech.
YUMA, ARIZ. Mary Patricia Marshall Cadieux, Fine Arts.
BONITA, CALIF. Daniel Dare Vetjtas, Health $ P. E. ***.
BREA, CALIF. Donald Mark, Forest Conservation. **.
CAMARILLO, CALIF. A. Christine McArthur, Health 6 P.E.
CHULA VISTA, CALIF. Anthony J. Costello, Education; Gary Meggelin, Education *. 
CORONADO, CALIF. Thomas Michael Hanson, Forestry.
EL CAJON, CALIF. Leola Wuerl Geraty, Education.
GLENDALE, CALIF. Leslie Jeanne Griffin, English.
★
(Remaining pages out of state) (more)
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BOYES
HOT SPRINGS, CALIF. Jerry Wilson Burns, Pre-Med. Sci.
INGLEWOOD, CALIF. Lawrence Victor Cabasino, Pharmacy.
LAGUNA BEACH, CALIF. Roger Martin Mason, Forestry.
PASADENA, CALIF. Richard James Lincoln, Wildlife Tech. **; Michael Marshall Palmer, 
History ***.
SAN BRUNO, CALIF. Frederick Flint, Forestry **.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. Pierre Cantou, Forest Conservation***.
SAN JOSE, CALIF. Douglas Bruce Dawson, English.
SANTA ANA, CALIF. Michael Quinn Philley, Zoology.
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF. D. Wayne Bollinger, Pharmacy.
SAN MATEO, CALIF. Nicholas S. Teel, Bus. Adm.
VALLEJO, CALIF. Michael Clark Carpenter, Bus. Adm.; Jann Rae Fetterly, History fT Pol.Sci. 
LOVELAND, COLO. Ramona Sue Evans, English *.
GOLDEN, COLO. Donald Keith Dickson, Forestry.
THOMASTON, CONN. Wendy Barr, Education ***.
WEST HArTFQRD, CONN. Archie M. Quarrier, Wildlife Tech.
WEST HAVEN, CONN. Dean F. O'Neil, Liberal Arts.
SARASOTA, FLORIDA James Hall, Education *.
TAMPA, FLORIDA Carla J. Elich, Bus. Adm.
HONOLULU, HAWAII Stephen Love, Bus. Adm. *.
BOISE, IDAHO Louis Hoyt Keefer, Psychology.
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO Douglas Lee Mason, Bus. Adm.
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO Kenneth Meierotto, Forestry **.
KELLOGG, IDAHO Jeffrey Becker, Bus. Adm.**; Gayne A. Clifford, Bus. Adm.
LEWISTON, IDAHO John Byron Hendrickson, Forestry.
NEW PLYMOUTH, IDAHO Esther England, Music *.
SHQUP, IDAHO Dennis M. Watson, Forestry.
(more)
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ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. Roger Esse, Forestry **.
AURORA, ILL. James Cronin, Economics **.
EVANSTON, ILL. Thomas Williams Behan, Speech.
GRAYSLAKE, ILL. Terry Wm. Beaham, Forestry.
HERRIN, ILL. John Lee Venegoni, Forestry.
MARYWOQD, ILL. Sheila L. Skemp, History.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. Ronald Edgar Aukamp, Bus. Adm.; Richard Schiller, Bus. Adm. *. 
COLUMBUS, INDIANA John Bayless, Education *.
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA Richard R. Easton, Bus. Adm.
GUTTENBERG, IOWA William Gregory Berns, Wildlife Tech.
HARLAN, IOWA Robert Joseph Semrad, Forestry.
CHANUTE, KANSAS William Randoph Miller, Zoology.
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA Raymond Lucien, Health § P.E. *; Virginia Ann Stonnell, 
Psychology.
CHALMETTE, LOUISIANA Gail Keenum York* English.
POLAND, MAINE Ronald G. Marcoux, Wildlife Tech.
WHEATON, MD. Jarret Cross, Zoology *.
BEDFORD, MASS. James Liggett Dick Jr., Forestry.
SHERBORN, 1* 1ASS. Tom Wentworth Mitchell, Biological Science ***.
WHITMAN, MASS. Rosemary Carr deMas, English ***.
ELSIE, MICH. James A. Miller, Education ***.
ANOKA, MINN. Jay Paul Olson, History f, Pol. Sci.
CLARA CITY, MINN. Bruce J. Fried, Wildlife Tech.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Jill Lynette McFarland, Sociology; Jane Susan Stahl, Journalism 
Ann Shinn Sternal, Spanish.
PINE RIVER, MINN. Lee A. Hemness, Wildlife Tech.
BOWLING GREEN, MISSOURI Robert McCume Morris, Pharmacy.
(more)
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KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI Fred J. Stewart, Wildlife Biology.
NORTH PLATTE, NEB. Roger Earl Nichols, Wildlife Tech.
OMAHA, NEB. Lawrence L. Anderson, Forestry ***; Jerome Ryan, Anthropology *.
ANNANDALE, N.J. John R. Black, Health § P.E.
BAYONNE, N.J. Stephen Peter Attardi Jr., Health $ P.E.
CLINTON, N.J. Robert Stolz Simms Jr., Health § P.E.
HILLSIDE, N.J. Karol Wilczynski, Biological Science **. *
HOPEWELL, N.J. Robert Green, Forestry **.
MORRIS PLAINS, N.J. Wayne Frederick Knipping, Forestry.
V TSTOWN, N.J. Bruce R. Anderson, Bus. Adm.
UPPER MONTCLAIR, N.J. David Littlefield, Health § P. E. *.
*ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. Helen Spriggs, Sociology § Economics; Mary Lynne Westphall, Fine 
Arts *; Victor Westphall, III, Spanish **.
BREWERTON, N.Y. Charles J. Morgan Jr., Wildlife Tech.
HICKSVILLE, N.Y. Harry Sheldon Thompson III, English.
ITHACA, N.Y. William K. Hathaway, English.
MALVERNE L.I., N.Y. William John Bambina, Forestry.
MOUNT VERNON, N.Y. Vincent J. Frezzo, Forestry ***.
NANUET, N.Y. Frederick C. Caruso Jr., Journalism.
PORT CHESTER, N.Y. Victor Conrad Andreson, Bus. Adm.
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. John Rohrback, Sociology **.
MURPHY, N. CAROLINA Randolph B. Cunningham, Forestry.
BISMARCK, N.D. Mary Jo Martinson, Health § P.E. *; Walter Leland Bailey, History. 
MANDAN, N.D. William Ellison, History **.
MINOT, N.D. Suzanne Walsh, Speech Path § Audiology *.
NEW ENGLAND, N.D. Robert Stenmoen, Bus. Adm.**.
NEW SALEM, N.D. Linda Peterson, Education *
(more)
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PARK RIVER, N.D. Henry M. Back, Forestry.
ROLETTE, N.D. Bonar J. Armstrong, Forestry ***.
AKRON, OHIO Rebecca Lowery, Sociology *; John Younger Jackson, Geography.
BROOKVILLE, OHIO Ronald Lowell Eby, Forestry.
CLEVELAND, OHIO Douglas Carl McLaren, Speech Comm.
FAIRBORN, OHIO John Robert Payne, Forestry.
WATERVILLE, OHIO Melvin O'Hara, Anthropology.
ALBANY, OREGON Rebecca Louise Hess, Education.
BROOKINGS, OREGON Donald William Gordon, Education.
LAKE OSWEGO, OREGON Donald John MacLean Jr., Bus. Adm.
CRFORD, OREGON Terry Law, Health 5 P.E.*
PORTLAND, OREGON Robert Ulvedal, Political Sci. PT Economics **.
PP NEVILLE, OREGON Lois Bonnes, Bus. Adm. *.
BETHLEHEM, PA. Douglas Leo Hartley, Bus. Adm. ***; John Schwechten, Liberal Arts **. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. Donald Baker, Forestry **.
PITTSBURGH, PA. Robert William Flaccus, Mathematics.
WILLIAMSPORT, PA. Elbert Reed, Forestry **.
WYNCOTE, PA. Richard Condran Curry Jr., Education.
CUSTER, S. DAK. Vernon E. Schmitt, Forestry.
LEAD, S. DAK. David Dean McGuigan, Forestry.
HOUSTON, TEXAS Mary McClain Tromley, Education.
McALLEN, TEXAS Bruce Swanson, Sociology *.
ARLINGTON, VA. Kathryn Lee Ryffel, Education.
FALLS CHURCH, VA. Margaret Montana Iverson, Education ***; Peter Dennis Vann, Speech 
Path. ***.
SPRINGFIELD, VA. Gary Wayne Howe, Music Ed.
ANACQRTES, WASH. Dennis Holman, Political Science *.
(more)
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BELLEVUE, WASH. Ralph Jospeh Heft, Forestry.
CATHLAMET, WASH. Carolyn Carpita, Political Science.
EDMONDS, WASH. Lawrence F. Scott Jr., Forestry.
FEDERAL WAY, WASH. Lewis Whitlock Berry, Pharmacy.
KENNEWICK, WASH. Maurie Berry, Speech Path § Audiology *.
KENT, WASH. Joyce Brant, Education **.
OLYMPIA, WASH. Richard Eugene Knoche, Bus. Adm. *
PASCO, WASH. Grace Strand, Education *.
SEATTLE, WASH. James Ray Bauer, Economics; Albert Pettibone III, Bus. Adm. *; Patricia 
Walsh, Speech Path. § Audiology *.
SNOHOMISH, WASH. Lawrence J. Holt, Forestry.
SPOKANE, WASH. Jack David Caughey, Education; Shannon Kay Ludden, Education; Robin Lee 
McCann, Sociology, Linda Jane Nelson, Spanish; Daniel Shea, History § Pol. Sci. **; 
Dennis Alfred Stempel, Health § P.E.; Sarah Frances Vhay, Sociology.
TOPPENISH, WASH. Eric J. LaPointe, Forestry.
WALLA WALLA, WASH. Stanley K. Underwood, Forestry.
WASHINGTON, D.C. Noel Bruce Waechter, Geology.
KENOSHA, WISC. Carl Arthur Gustafson II, Forestry **; Denis Scott Hofflander, Education 
Paul William Maki, Forestry; Thomas William Pearson, Pre-Med. Sci.
MADISON, WISC. Elizabeth McGahan, Liberal Arts.
MANITOWOC, WISC. Carol Reinhardt, Education **.
MILWAUKEE, WISC. Philip Joseph Janik, Forestry.
ORFORDVILLE, WISC. Mary Elaine Bowles, Home Econ.
RACINE, WISC. William Leroy Suda, Psychology.
WEST BEND, WISC. Niles Fredrick Sacia, Forest Conservation ***.
CHEYENNE, WYO. Angela Etchepare, Speech Path. § Audiology.
GILLETTE, WYO. Richard Elton Plunkett, Liberal Arts ***.




BELLEVUE, ALBERTA Dennis Quintilio, Forestry.
CALGARY, ALBERTA Robert Dinning, Bus. Adm. *; Glen Ronald Dunkley, History ***; William 
Hall, Wildlife Tech. *; James A. Lant, Forestry ***; James Hector Moody, Bus. Adm.; Lome 
E. Sivertson, Economics ***; David Smith, Wildlife Tech. *.
CARDSTON, ALBERTA Robert Murray McKay, Chemistry; A. H. Sommerfeldt, Education *. 
DRUMBELLER, ALBERTA Barry Proctor Turner, Education.
EDMONTON, ALBERTA David Stewart Sifton Cormack, Chemistry; Allan Doherty, Bus. Adm?; 
Albert A. Holt, Drama; Hans Schleindl, Geography.
FAIRVIEW, ALBERTA Melvin Leroy Lungle, Chemistry.
LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA Verna Hierath, Home Econ. **; Robert Hogg, Bus. Adm. **; Roderick 
Edward Morrison, Forestry.
MAGRATH, ALBERTA John Hamilton, Education *.
RED DEER, ALBERTA George Payne, Education *.
HANEY, B.C. Robert Nicholas Mussallem, Bus. Adm.
KIMBERLEY, B.C. William Buchanan, Geology **.
VICTORIA, B.C. A. Allan Traunweiser, Education ***.
INDIAN HEAD, SASKA. Wayne J. Runge, Wildlife Tech. ***.
SINGAPORE Kemal Siddique, Political Sci.
BAMOKO, MALI Saribou Kone, Pol. Sci. § Philosophy.
MALMO, SWEDEN Eva Kristina Helena Wenckert, Sociology.
MARESSALAAM, TANZANIA Raphael Aloys Jingu, Wildlife Tech.
MOSHI, TANZANIA Francis Raphael Sakaya, Forestry.
MENGQ, UGANDA Mathias K. Jjingo, Pharmacy.
KOWLOON, HONGKONG, CHINA Meimei C. Chang, Bus. Adm.
AGANA, GUAM Gary Bloom, Spanish **.
(more)
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CANDIDATES FOR MASTER'S DEGREES 
A ■ ACONDA Lynn Curley, Education *.
31. C-FORK Henry Olenburg, History.
BILLINGS Eugene Enrico, Music History & Literature *; Lawrence Fredrick, Art *; Ronald IV. 
Lundquist, Bus. Adm.; Margaret McIntosh, Sociology *.
P/JPKER Bonnie Ann Buka, Chemistry ***.
#
BOZEMAN George William Arthur, Anthropology ***; Floyd C. Frost Jr. Education; Charles H. 
Lc-.’is, Speech Path. § Aud.; Helen Kranick Micka, Education.
BRADY Mary Lou Nelson, Education.
BUTTE Father Beaulieu, Education *; Frances Maria Carden, Piano; Donald Olsen, Chemistry *. 
COLUMBIA FALLS Darrel L. Choate, Mathematics; Lynn Loveall, Bus. Adm. **.
Cr L'lMBUS Margaret Kern, Mathematics *.
OUT BF.RTSON Walter Sheldon, Education *.
EA.li.VIEW Bertlia Baxter, Education *.
FORT BENTON Eugene McKeever, Biological Sciences *.
Gl- EIPIVE Duane Pettersen, Speech **.
G:<TVr FALLS Don Cramer, Education *; Penny Huntsberger, Psychology **; Patrick M. Morris, 
History; Brian J. Persha, Art; Clinton Tracy, Education *.
HAMILTON Ellen E. Crupper, Education ***; Donald Ferguson, Education *; Lewis Napton,
Anthropology *.
HAP.IQWTON Donald Thomson, Drama *.
HELENA Robert L. Miller, Guid. Cou.; Eunice Isaacson, Education *; Charles Stack, Education 
Sande J. Wilson, History.
HI Ruth Gibson Carrington, English.
R A M 5PELL Jchn David Bailey, Economics; Lyle E. Harris, Journalism; Douglas Manning, Voice. 
LAUREL Joan Murphy Jonkel, English ***.
LEWIITOWN Joe Ferrell, Drama *; James Longin, Education *.
(more)
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MANHATTAN+ Eugene Mack, Education *; Dorothy Stoner Morgan, Education.
MILES CITY Michael N. Killworth, Economics ***.
MISSOULA Stephen Arno, Forestry **; Howard Ayres, Speech **; Donald Barnett, Biologi ■ .1 
Sciences *; Emery E. Benson, Psychology; Roger Bieber, Education *; Pauline Bourquir, 
Education **; Arthur P. Bradkebusch, Forestry; Sharon L. Carney, Speech Path. ***; Janes 
Claflin, Microbiology **; John T. Clinker, Mathematics; Valerie Cole, Speech Path. \ud 
Walter Custer, Sociology *; Frederick M. DeMarinis, English; Janice Marie Fechner, Guid. 
Coun.; Nancy Fritz, History *; Arnon Gutfeld, History; Joanne Massing, Political Science 
James E. Hemmings, Wildlife Tech. ***; William Ingram, Economics *; Jay Jackson, Health 
Physical Education *; Lois M. Jarka, English; Henry Jot* Art; Eric Johnson, English 
A. Lucille Keck, Education *; Franklin Kenney, Music Education **; Edward T. Lahey, F.'; i. 
Samuel Lang, Anthropology *; Burton P. Lewis, Resource Con.; Jerry Litzerman, Education 
Jacquelyn McElroy, Art *; John F. Matte, Health $ P.E.; Sherri Nemec, Speech Path, t Aid 
Mika Nye, French *; Ralph Osborn, Education *; Ruth S. Ostenson, Spanish; William J. * <i 
History; David Price, Education *; John Rhodes, Fine Arts **; Richard M. Robertson, ili.vl 
Richard H. Russell, Zoology; Elmer Schuman, Mathematics *; Darlene Skari, Education • * 
Deraid Smith, Geology *; James L. Thane Jr., History; Sylvia Thomas, Education *; Mrvr i 
Thrasher, Education; Richard D. Wahfeld, Forestry ***; Calvin Wahl, Education *; Noi; 
Wakley, Bus. Adm. **; Harold L. Wells, Art; Calvin Wilson, Bus. Adm. **; Carl N. Wi] a, 
Resource Adm.; Penelope Wagner Wilson, Journalism; Elizabeth Smith Wright, Psychology; 
Frank Campbell Wright, Mathematics ***.
NASHUA Gerhart Buchfink, Education *; Kay Ellen Dorr Scott, Guid. $ Cou.
RED LODGE Helen Mackay Kampfe, Art.
SHELBY Joseph Malletta, Education *.
SUPERIOR Hugh W. Corn, Bus. Adm.; Dale Zorn, Education *.
TERRY Dennis Shepherd, Mathematics *.
(more)
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WEST YELLOWSTONE Ron Stubbs, Anthropology *.
WILSALL Robert Sprinkle, Education *.
WINIFRED Edward Bernie Butcher, History.
WOLF POINT George Davis, Education *
ANCHORAGE, ALASKA John Pastos, Education *.
VALDEZ, ALASKA Carlton Scott, Biological Sciences *. I
PHOENIX, ARIZ. John Holleman, Health $ P.E. *.
PRESCOTT, ARIZ. Larry McCord, Education *.
TUCSON, ARIZ. William Cahill, Chemistry *.
CANOGA PARK, CALIF. Manuel Miranda, Biological Sciences *.
FORTUNA, CALIF. Norman Wyatt, Education *.
LaJOLLA, CALIF. Kent deMers Price, History.
PLEASANT HILL, CALIF. Edward Walsh, Mathematics *.
RIALTO, CALIF. Bob Smith, Biological Sciences *.
RIO LINDA, CALIF. Tommy L. Smith, Wildlife Management ***.
SAN DIEGO, CALIF. Charles Stuart, Geology *.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. Cheong-Mo (Edward) Chang, Physics.
TORRANCE, CALIF. John Trepp, Music Education **.
DENVER, COLORADO Jerry Hulstrom, Mathematics *; Vernon Smith, Mathematics *. 
TRINIDAD, COLORADO Harry M. Trickey Jr., Drama.
CALDWELL, IDAHO Roger S. Robison, Anthropology ***.
TWIN FALLS, IDAHO Virginia Christopherson, Applied Music *.
BENSENVILLE, ILL. Bruce J. McGowan, History.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. M. Signe Anderson, Drama.
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA Everett Phelps, English.
ANKENY, IOWA Robert Scanlan, Education *.
LE MARS, IOWA Heidi M. Waitschies, German ***.
(more)
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BEL AIR, MD. James Hughey, Education *.
BETHESDA, MD. Sidney K. Kasuga, Microbiology.
COLDWATER, MICH. Walter Brown, Bus. Adm. *.
AMBOY, MINN. Dale Larson, Mathematics *.
BERTHA, MINN, Ronald Pfeffer, Health $ P.E. *.
COKATO, MINN. James Phillipe, Education *.
FERTILE, MINN. Elaine Nelson, Mathematics *.
ROCHESTER, MINN. William Frame, Mathematics *.
ROSEAU, MINN. Curtis Jackson, Education *.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. Thomas R. Sternal, Art.
WINNEBAGO, MINN. George Terhune, Drame *.
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA David L. Fauss, Forestry ***.
NEW YORK, NEW YORK James Murphy, Drama *; John Sinkhorn, English *. 
NORTHPORT, N.Y. Edward Cremer, Geology *.
ROCHESTER, N.Y. Robert Uthe, Trombone *.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK Richard Quist, Microbiology *.
GREENSBORO, N.C. Loren McBride, Psychology *.
BINFORD, N.D. John Leininger, Education *.
BISMARCK, N.D, William Dubes, Education *.
BOTTINEAU, N.D. Robert Thullen, Botany *.
POWERS LAKE, N.D. David Bunness, Music Education *.
WISKEK, N.D. Elmer Gall, Mathematics *.
GRENORA, N.D. Joanne Evans, Piano.
NEW PHILADELPHIA, OHIO Richard Kinder, Mathematics *.
BARTLESVILLE, OKLAHOMA Frank Kendall Gibbs, Geology ***.
(more)
GOLD BEACH, OREGON Lawerance Doyle, Education *.
OAKRIDGE, OREGON Philip Stewart, Education *.
WALLOWA, OREGON Robert Burgan, Forestry *.
ALLENTOWN, PA. Frederick Gilliard, English *.
HOUSTON, TEXAS Polley Illich, Zoology **.
OGDEN, UTAH Roger Richins, Biology *.
f
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH William Paul White, Speech.
OLYMPIA, WASH. Donald J. Elliott, History; David Lindley, Music Education **. 
RICHLAND, WASH. Gary L. Kaiser, Bus. Adm.
YAKIMA, WASH. Thomas L. Burns, Soc.
ELLSWORTH, WISC. Richard Bennett, Education; Ivan Ernest Morrison, Art.
KENOSKA, WISC. Lewis Daniels, Forest Conservation *.
MENOMONEE FALLS, WISC. James Stracka, Education *.
SOUTH MILWAUKEE, WISC. Raymond Scharenbrock, Guidance § Counseling *.
WALWORTH, WISC. William Hickson, Education *.
GUERNSEY, WYO. Jack Golden, Mathematics *.
CANADA:
CALGARY, ALBERTA Leroy Dow, Education *; Walter Hood, Education *; Ain David Kiil 
Forestry; Andrei Yakimov, Economics **.
DIDSBURY, ALBERTA Herbert Stiles, Education *.
DRUMHELLER, ALBERTA Edward Francis Lucotch, Education.
FORT MACLEOD, ALBERTA Joseph Schmidt, Education *.
GRAND PRAIRIE, ALBERTA Steve Kapcsos, Education *.
LETHBRIDGE, ALBERTA Richard T. Steadman, Health § P.E.
WARSPITE, ALBERTA Phi Ilex Dowhaniuk, Education *.
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BURNABY, B.C. Ronald P. Stoneberg, Wildlife Tech.
BLAIN LAKE, SASK. Hargopal Dhand, Education *.
MOOSE JAW, SASIC. Barrie Swinton, Education *.
BANGKOK, THAILAND Pong Leng-ee, Wildlife Management *.
KHADIA, AHMEDABAD, INDIA Bharatkumar Keshauprasad Bhatt, Geology.
JURIS DOCTOR
BILLINGS Don A. LaBar, LL.B; L. D. Nybo; J. Dwaine Roybal.
BOZEMAN Michael M. Nash.
BRADY David H. Nelson.
BUTTE William N. Snell.
CHESTER Kenneth D. Peterson.
FORT PECK Gerald T. Archambeault.
GREAT FALLS Michael Truman Greely; Richard James Thomas; John Aron Warner; Joel Allan 
Wendt.
HARDIN James Edward Torske.
HAVRE Rodney J. Carrier; James Arthur McLean.“ ' *
HELENA Leif B. Erickson, James Joseph Screner, William Wesley Wertz.
KALISPELL John R. Gordon.
LEWISTOWN Bradley B. Parrish 
MILES CITY Kenneth McLean Brown Jr.
MISSOULA Robert James Cambell, Larry Juelfs, Donald Raymond Marble, Laurence W. Petersen, 
Robert E. Sheridan Jr.
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RED LODGE Dennis Edwin Kansala.
ST. IGNATIUS Sidney J. Strong.
STEVENSVILLE William King Wilburn.
WOLF POINT Douglas D. Dasinger.
LANCASTER, CALIF. Marshall William Dennis.
LINCOLN, NEB. Gary Ray Christiansen.
NORTHPORT, NEW YORK Edward A. Cremer III (awarded posthumpusly). 
SEATTLE, WASH. Charles W. Beresford LL.B.
RAWLINS, WYOMING William Lee Romine.
DOCTORATE DEGREES
HAVRE George Raymond Bandy, Education; Robert Eugene Kaftan, Education. 
MISSOULA William Patrick Carney, Zoology; Allen L. Pope, Education. 
VICTOR Roy C. White, Education.
WHITEHALL Ernest H. Gilmour, Geology.
DENVER, COLORADO Charles Masters Woodliff, Education.
EUSTIS, FLORIDA Michael Peter O'Connor, Geology.
AURORA, ILL. James Franklin Hall, Education.
GRABIL, INDIANA Kenneth J. Bandelier, Education.
MASON, MICHIGAN Ronald Plakke, Zoology **.
RALEIGH, N.C. Stanley Robert Riggs, Geology.
BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA Shirley Fifer, Psychology **.
TACOME, WASH. Donald L. Pattie, Zoology.
30
